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Abstract--Let (X, P) denote a poset for which P is an asymmetric partial order on a finite set X of 
cardinality n. A linear extension of P is a linear order L on X for which P __q L. Let ~(P)  be the family 
of all linear extensions of P, let La(x, y) be the subset of La(p) whose members have xLy and define binary 
relations M and M'  on X for the given partial order P by 
xMy if I .~(x,y) l>l-~(y,x) l ,  
xM'y  if x¢y  and ILe(x,y)l>~l.~(y,x)l. 
We refer to M as the linear extension majority (LEM) relation of (X, P), and say that (X, P) has an 
m-element LEM cycle when x I Mx 2 M. . .  Mx. m Mx t for some distinct x t . . . . .  x,, ~ X. In addition, (X, P) 
has an LEM quasi-cycle if there is a 3-element subset {x,y, z} of X for which xM'yM'zM'x  and the 
equality part of M '  holds for exactly one pair in the triple. We show that (X, P) never has an LEM cycle 
or an LEM quasi-cycle when n ~< 8. For n = 9, there are exactly 5 nonisomorphic asymmetric partial 
orders with LEM cycles, and m = 3 for each LEM cycle. There are exactly 8 nonisomorphic asymmetric 
partial orders for n = 9 that have LEM quasi-cycles. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (X, P) denote an asymmetric partially ordered set (poset): X is a set and P is an asymmetric 
[xPy =~not (yPx)] and transitive (xPy and yPz =~xPz) binary relation on X. A linear order on X 
is an asymmetric partial order L on X that is complete (either xLy or yLx whenever x ~ y). We 
say that a linear order L on X is a linear extension of P if P _ L. Let La(p) denote the set of 
all linear extensions of P and let ~(x, y) be the subset of La(p) whose members have xLy. When 
x ~ y, La(x, y)U La(y, x) = Le(p) and ~(x, y)N .~'(y, x) = ~.  We denote the cardinality of set A 
by IAI. 
The linear extension majority (LEM) relation M on finite (X, P) is defined by xMy if 
I La(x, y)[ > I Aa(y, x)l. When (X, P) admits a cycle x~Mx2M... MxmMx~ for distinct x~ . . . . .  xm in 
X, we say that it has an m-element LEM cycle. Earlier studies developed examples of posets that 
have 3-element LEM cycles [1-5]. Fishburn [3] discusses LEM cycles and leaves open the question 
of the smallest n = IXl for which some (X, P) has an LEM cycle. Gehrlein and Fishburn [5] 
consider LEM cycles in connection with the problem of inducing linear rankings from posets, and 
leave open the question of the proportion of posets that have LEM cycles. The current study 
resolves ome of these questions by showing that n = 9 is the smallest I Xl for which LEM cycles 
exist. Moreover, exactly 5 nonisomorphic posets with 9 points have LEM cycles, and all such cycles 
have 3 points. 
We also consider LEM quasi-cycles. With xM'y if x ~y  and IAe(x,y)l t> ILa(y, x)l, an LEM 
quasi-cycle is a 3-element subset of X for which xM'yM'zM'x and the equality part of M' holds 
for exactly one pair in the triple. We show that n = 9 is the smallest I X[ for which LEM quasi-cycles 
exist. Moreover, exactly 8 nonisomorphic 9-point posets have LEM quasi-cycles. Gehrlein [6] has 
shown that there are 183,231 nonisomorphic 9-point posets. Thus, 9-point posets with LEM cycles 
and LEM quasi-cycles are quite rare. 
All results in this study were obtained by an algorithm for partial enumeration of posets for 
a given n. The algorithm exhaustively evaluates the set of Ps that have LEM cycles and LEM 
quasi-cycles in a reasonable execution time by using a series of rules which significantly reduce the 
number of posets that need to be considered. The algorithm is described in the next section and 
the results of the study are discussed in the final section. 
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2. THE ALGORITHM 
Henceforth, X = {1, 2 . . . . .  n} and L* is the linear order 1L*2L* . . .  L*n. 
Our algorithm for generating partial orders is based on a procedure developed in Ref. [5] to 
generate the set S,' of all asymmetric partial orders P _ L*. The algorithm stores a given P as a 
0-1 matrix Z with entry z U = 1 if iPj and z U = 0 otherwise. Since the existence of LEM cycles does 
not depend on the particular labels used for elements of X, we need only consider the members 
of S,' in looking for LEM cycles. Obviously, the set N, of nonisomorphic asymmetric partial orders 
on n points is a subset of S' .  
Hoffman [7] gives an algorithm that efficiently enumerates La(P) and computes {if(x, Y)I values 
for a given P. However, I S' l  = 116,473,461, so it is not possible to evaluate very P in S,' for LEM 
cycles. We therefore used several techniques to significantly cut the number of Ps that needed to 
be checked for the existence of LEM cycles. To describe these techniques, we define down-sets and 
up-sets for each i G X as follows: 
and 
D( i ) = {j: iPj } 
U(i) = {j : jP i}.  
The first technique to reduce the search space is to restrict he evaluation of Ps to those posets 
that meet a specific format for element labeling. This labeling scheme is defined for any given P 
as follows: 
Elements are sequentially given the labels 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  n. Let O denote the set of 
elements that are unlabeled at any step. 
Step 1. Select the subset O '~ O such that x GO' if ID(x)l >/ID(y)I Vy GO. If 
Step 2. 
lOll = 1, the element in O' receives the next label in the sequence and we 
repeat Step 1 on the revised O. If 10'1 > 1, go to the next step. 
Select the subset 0 2 ___ O' such that x G 0 2 if I U(x)l ~< IU(y)I ¥y  e O ~. If 
IO21 = 1, the element in 0 2 receives the next label in the sequence and we 
return to Step 1 with the revised O. If IO21 > 1 and U(x) = ~ for each 
x G 0 2, select any element in O 2 to receive the next label and return to Step 1 
with the revised O. If l O21 > 1 and U(x) ~ ~J for each x G 0 2, go to the next 
step. 
Let 
T'= U U(i). 
l EO 2 
By the first step, all elements in U( i )  for i e 0 2 have already been labeled. 
Let t z denote the smallest label in T ~ and let J '  ___ 0 2 be defined by {j : j  G 0 2 
and t' G U(j)}. If I J ' l  = 1, the element in j1 receives the next label in the 
sequence and we return to Step 1 with the revised O. If { J'{ > 1, sequentially 
repeat his process o that on the kth iteration: 
\,0 Tk= U U( i )  t', 
i e jk  - I \ i=  I 
t~= minimum label in T k 
Step 3. 
and 
J* = {j : j G J k - I and tkG U(j)}. 
Repeat this process until I Jkl -- 1 or until I Tkl ---- 1. If I Jkl = 1 at any step, 
then the element in jk receives the next label of the sequence and we return 
to Step 1 with the revised O. If we reach a point where ITkl = 1 and I Jkl > 1, 
select any element from jk, and give it the next label of the sequence, and 
return to Step 1 with the revised O. 
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Based on the last part of Step 3 and the penultimate part of Step 2, this labeling scheme is not 
necessarily unique. Let S~ denote the set of all Ps that are consistent with this labeling scheme. 
Since every poset can be labeled by this scheme, Nn ~ S~ __. S~. 
It is easy to identify Ps in S~ which are not consistent with our labeling scheme: 
Step 1" Eliminate P if LD(i)I < ID(j) I  for any i < j  <n.  
Step 2* Eliminate P if [D(i)[ = IO(j)[  and [U(i)I > [U(j)] for any i < j  < n. 
Step 3* Eliminate P if ID(i) I  = [D(j)[ ,  [ U(i)[ = I U(j)I, and the smallest label in 
U(j  )\ V is smaller than the smallest label in U(i )\ V for any i < j < n, where 
V = U(i)N U(j). 
A further eduction in the number of Ps that need to be checked for LEM cycles arises as follows. 
Let Q(X)  = {x: D(x)  = ~ for x •X} and let R(X)  = {x: U(x) = ~ for x •X}.  Suppose that 
P • S,: with I R (X) I > I Q (X) l and that P has an LEM cycle. By symmetry arguments, an LEM cycle 
must also exist for some P* • S~ with I R (X) I < I Q (X) l. (P* is obtained by taking the inverse of 
P and then relabeling the elements of P* by the labeling scheme described above.) As a result, it 
is only necessary to consider P • S 2 for LEM cycles or LEM quasi-cycles when ] R (X) I ~< IQ (X) 1. 
If an LEM cycle is discovered for P with I R (X) I < I Q (X) l, the corresponding LEM cycle for 
P* with [R(X) I>[Q(X) [  must also be noted. Let S 3 denote the subset of S 2 for which 
IR(X)I ~< IQ (X)l. 
The following lemma further reduces the set of Ps that must be evaluated for LEM cycles and 
LEM quasi-cycles. 
Lemma. For the minimum IZl which admits an LEM cycle or LEM quasi-cycle, X
cannot be partitioned into two nonempty subsets A and B such that xPy V x • A and 
y•B.  
Proof. Suppose (X, P)  has a nontrivial partition {A, B} of X with APB. It is easily seen 
that if (X, P)  has an LEM cycle or an LEM quasi-cycle then all elements in the cycle must be in 
A or all must be in B. Since the cycle remains when the other set is removed entirely, the lemma 
follows. • 
Based on this lemma, P e S] can be eliminated if I D (x)l + I U(x)l = n - 1 for some x • X, if 
[D (x)[ = n - I R (X) I V x • R (X) or if [ U(x)l = n - [Q (X) l V x • Q (X). Let S~ denote the subset 
of S 3 for which none of these three conditions holds. Since [ $4[ = 130,928, it is possible to evaluate 
all Ps in S~ for LEM cycles and LEM quasi-cycles in a reasonable amount of computation time. 
Because S 4 is based on the lemma, we can use S 4 to determine all LEM cycles for n-element 
posets only when n is less than or equal to the minimum n for which LEM cycles exist. Computer 
generated results in the next section indicate that n = 9 is the smallest n for which there are LEM 
cycles. 
3. RESULTS 
A computer program [5] was written in FORTRAN to sequentially generate the posets in S~n. 
As each P was generated it was checked to determine if it met the conditions for inclusion in S 4. 
If not, it was discarded. If it did meet the conditions for S~ 4, Hoffmann's [7] algorithm was used 
to determine if it has an LEM cycle or quasi-cycle. Each P that resulted in any LEM cycle was 
printed out. 
Table I. Summary of computer enumeration results 
Computation 
n IS~l IS~[ time (s) 
4 40 5 0.07 
5 357 23 0.08 
6 4824 144 0.40 
7 96,428 1099 8.15 
8 2,800,472 10,690 284.4 
9 116,473,461 130,928 10,800 ~
~Estimated computation time. 
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Fig. 2. Nine-element posets with LEM quasi-cycles. 
9 6 8 
No LEM cycles or LEM quasi-cycles were found for n ~< 8. Table 1 shows the values of IS~tl 
and 1511 and the required computation time (IBM 3090) for each n ~< 8. At n = 9 the program 
generated the 3 posets with LEM cycles shown in Fig. 1, and in each case the LEM cycle had 
3 points. The poset of Fig. I(A) has I.~a(P)[ = 711 with IZ~a(5, 7)1 = 356, 1~(7, 6)1 = 357 and 
1~(6, 5)1 = 359. The poset of Fig. I(B) has I~(P)I  = 394 with JLe(3, 5)1 = 199, 1~(5, 2)1 --- 198 
and 1~(2,3)1=200. The poset of Fig. I(C) has [~(P)I = 1431 with 1~(1,2)1=1La(2,3)1= 
IL, e(3, I)1 = 720. Similar LEM cycles exist on the triples {4, 5, 6} and {7, 8, 9} in Fig. I(C). Since 
the posets in Fig. I(A, B) are not isomorphic to their inverses, there are 5 nonisomorphic posets 
on 9 elements that have LEM cycles. 
At n = 9 we also found the 4 posets with LEM quasi-cycles hown in Fig. 2. The poset of 
Fig. 2(A) has [Z~'(P)I = 640 with 1~(5, 6)1 = 322, I &,¢(6, 7)1 = 325 and t L~a(7, 5)1 = 320. The poset 
of Fig. 2(B) has I ~(P) I  = 432 with I L#(4, 5) 1 = 219, I ~(5, 3) 1 = 222 and I L¢(3, 4) 1 = 216; and 
Fig. 2(C) has IL~(P)I-  260 with 1~(5, 2)1 = IL#(2, 3)1 = 132 and 1~(3, 5)1 = 130. The poset of 
Fig. 2(D) has I~(P)I  = 1192 with IL#(5, 6)[ = 596, 1~(6, 7)1 = 604 and I LP(7, 5)] = 602. Since each 
of the posets in Fig. 2 has a nonisomorphic inverse, there are 8 nonisomorphic posets on 9 elements 
that have LEM quasi-cycles. 
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